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Abstract 
Squier introduced the notion “finite derivation type” which is a combinatorial condition satis- 
fied by certain rewriting systems. The main result in this paper states that the class of monoids 
of finite derivation type is closed under semi-direct products. 
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1. Introduction 
The relationship between string rewriting systems and presentations of monoids 
has received much attention in recent years. A monoid which has a finite complete 
(=Noetherian and locally confluent) presentation necessarily has a solvable word prob- 
lem. Kapur and Narendran [6] showed that the presentations 91 = [a, b; aba = bab] 
and 92 = [a, b, c; ab = c, ca = bc, bcb = cc, ccb = act] present the same monoid, and 
& is a finite complete presentation, but that it is impossible to obtain a finite complete 
presentation by adding relations to 91. It is therefore of interest to obtain conditions 
that a monoid must satisfy if it has a finite complete presentation. Squier [12] intro- 
duced the combinatorial property of having finite derivation type (FDT). He proved 
that this property is independent of the finite presentation of the monoid, i.e., if one 
finite presentation of a monoid has finite derivation type, then so does any other finite 
presentation of the monoid. He also proved that if a monoid has a finite complete pre- 
sentation, then it has finite derivation type. Cremanns and Otto [2], Lafont [7], Pride 
[9,1 l] showed independently that for finitely presented monoids the property of hav- 
ing finite derivation type implies the homological finiteness condition FP3. For finitely 
presented groups these two properties are equivalent [3] (see also [lo]). 
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In this paper we will show that the class of monoids of finite derivation type is closed 
under semi-direct products. In particular, this class is closed under finite direct products. 
We remark that Groves and Smith [4] (see also [5]) proved that an extension of 
one group with a finite complete presentation by another group with a finite complete 
presentation again has a finite complete presentation. By a similar way we can prove 
that the semi-direct product of two monoids with finite complete presentations again 
has a finite complete presentation. 
Some other results relative to the semi-direct product of two monoids can be found 
in [S, 14, 151. 
2. Monoid presentations, associated graphs, and finite derivation type 
Let [X;r] be a monoid presentation, where a typical element R E r has the form 
R+I =R_I. Here R+I, R-1 are words on X (i.e., elements of the free monoid X* on 
X). The monoid dejked by [X; r] is the quotient of X* by the smallest congruence 
generated by r. 
We have a graph r = T(X;r) associated with [X; r], where the vertices are the 
elements of X*, and the edges are the 4-tuples e = (U, R, E, V) (U, V E X*, R E r, E = 
Z!Z~ ). The initial, terminal and inversion functions for an edge e as above are given 
by z(e) = UR,V, z(e) = UR_,V and e-l = (U, R, -E, V). There is a two-sided action of 
X* on r as follows. If W, W’ EX*, then for any vertex V of r, W. V. W’ = WV W’ 
(product in X*), and for any edge e=(U,R,&,V) of r, W.e. W’=(WU,R,E,VW’). 
This action can be extended to the paths in r. 
We let P(r) denote the set of all paths in r, and let 
p(2)(r) := {(p, 4): P, 4 E p(r), 4~) = r(q), T(P) = r(q)). 
Definition 1. An equivalence relation N cPc2)(r) is called a homotopy relation if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) If ei, e2 are edges of r, then 
(ei .4ed)($el)-e2) = (t(el)+ e2)(el . $e2)). 
(b) If pzq (p,qEP(T)), then lJ.p.VzU.q.V for all U,VEX*. 
(c) If p,ql,q~,r~P(r) satisfy z(p)=z(ql)= l(qd, z(ql)=4qd= l(r), and ql “q2, 
then pqlr N pq2r. 
(d) If p E P(r), then pp-’ N 1, where 1 denotes the empty path (at the vertex z(p)). 
It is easily seen that the collection of all homotopy relations on P(T) is closed 
under arbitrary intersection, and that Pc2)(r) itself is a homotopy relation. Thus, if 
C c Pc2)(r), then there is a unique smallest homotopy relation NC on P(r) that con- 
tains C. 
Definition 2. Let [X;r] be a finite monoid presentation and let r be the associated 
graph. We say that [X; r] has jinite derivation type (FDT) if there is a finite subset 
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Cc@*)(r) which generates P(*)(r) as a homotopy relation, that is EC =P(*)(r). 
A finitely presented monoid S is FDT if some (and hence any [ 121) finite presentation 
of S is FDT. 
3. Semi-direct products of monoids 
Let A,B be monoids, Q be a monoid homomorphism 
where End(B) denotes the collection of endomorphisms of B, which is itself a monoid 
under composition, with identity id : B --tB. We write elements C& E End(B) on the 
right of the argument (i.e., we write bc$ rather than 4(b) for b E B). Then we can 
construct a monoid M =A ‘XQ B with elements (a, b) (a E A, b E B) and product (a, b) 
(a’, b’) = (au’, (bQal)b’). 
The main result in this paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem. If A and B are FDT, then so is A [XQ B. 
We defer the proof of this theorem to the next section. 
Remark. The converse of this theorem is false. For example, let Fi = (x) be the free 
group of rank 1, and let F, be the free group on generators {uk: k E Z}. We de- 
fine a right Fi-action on F, by Uk .x = Uk+i for all k. Then it is easy to check that 
F1 KF, S F2 (the free group of rank 2). So FI DCF, is FDT. But the factor F, is 
not FDT (since it is not finitely generated). 
If we pick presentations 6% = [X; v] and 9~ = [Y; s] for A and B, respectively, then 
we can construct a presentation for M = A wxp B as follows. 
If W is a word on X (or Y), then [WI, (or [W]B) denotes the element of A (or B) 
represented by W. Let x E X, y E Y. We use yQx to denote a fixed word on Y, such 
that [yQ& = [Y]BQI~I, (yQx is unique modulo s). Let t denote the set of relations 
yx=x(yQ,) (xEX,~EY). Then 
@=[XUY;r,s,t] 
is a presentation for M. If W = y1 y2 . . . y,,, is a word on Y, then for x E X we denote 
the word (yiQx)(y~Qx)...(ymQ1) by WQx. If U=xix~...x,, is a word on X, then for 
Y E Y we denote (. . . ((YQ,, >Qx, >Qx, . . .>Qxn by YQU. 
Let rA, r~ and r denote the graphs associated with &,@j and 9, respectively (& 
and rB can be considered as subgraphs of r). Let F denote the subgraph of r which 
has the same set of vertices as r, but which contains only those edges (U, T, E, V) of r 
with TEE, u,VE(XUY)*, E = f 1. By P+(r) (respectively, P_(r)) we denote the 
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set of those paths in r that only contain edges of the form (U, T, + 1, V) (respectively, 
(U, T, - 1, V)) . Let N denote an arbitrary homotopy relation on P(r). 
Lemma 1. Let p EP(T). Then there exist paths p+ EP+(T) and p- EP-(F) such 
that p N p+p_. 
Proof. Let p=elez . ..e., where et ,..., e, are edges of r. Suppose there is an index i, 
such that ei E P_(r), ei+l E P+(r). Choose i minimal, and let 
ei=(Ui,Ti,-l,K), z: Yixi=xi(YiQx,), 
eifl =(ui+l,Z+b+l, @+I), C+l: Y~+I-G+I =xi+l(_~i+lQx~+,). 
If Ui = Ui+l, then Yi=Yi+t, Xi=Xi+i, E= &+I. So ei+i =e,T’, and hence, pEeI... 
ei-lei+z . ..e.. If Vi # Ui+l, then Uiyixi K = Ui+l yi+lxi+l %+I implies that these edges 
involve disjoint applications of relations. In fact, if Ui = Ui+lyi+lxi+l K+l, E+l = 
F$$+lyixiK, then by (a) of Definition 1 we have 
eiei+l = (Uj+l_Yj+lXi+l&+l,C, -1, K)(ui+l,G+1,+1, K+lYi%W 
N (G+l,Ti+l,+l, ~+lxi(y~Q~~)~)(U;:+lXi+l(Yi+lQ,+,>~+1,Tit-1,9) 
=: eiei,, , 
where ei E P+(r), ei+l E P_(T), Hence, p 11 el . . . ei_le,‘e;+lei+2.. . e, (by (c) of 
Definition 1). By repeated use of this, p can be transformed into a path of the required 
form. 0 
Remark. A result similar to the above holds for the paths in the graph associated to 
any presentation without critical pairs. (Note that r above is a rewriting system without 
critical pairs. In particular, it is confluent.) 
Lemma 2. Let PEP(T). If z(p)=UV, z(p)=U’V’, where U,U’EX*, V,V’EY*, 
then U=U’, V=V’ and p=l. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, there exist paths p+ EP+(F), p_ EP-(F) such that p~p+p-. 
Since z(p+)= z(p)= UV, we have p+ = 1. Since z(p- ) = z(p) = U’V’, we have 
p-=1. Hence, pzl and U=U’, V=V’. q 
We define a homomorphism f : (X U Y)* -+X* by f(x) =x (x EX), f(y) = 1 
(YE Y). 
Lemma 3. Let WE (X U Y)*. Then there is a path pi E P+(F) from W to f( W)V 
for some V E Y*. If p E P+(T) is a path from W to f (W)V’ for some V’ E Y*, then 
V=V’ and pvpp. 
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Proof. Let W= WOX~W&...X,W,, wherexl,xz ,..., x,EX, Wo,W, ,..., W,EY*. Then 
f(W) =x,x2.. .x,. Let WO = yly2 . ..yk (yi E Y), Ti: yin1 =xl(yiQx,) (i= 1,2 ,..., k). 
Let W’ = WIXZ WZXJ . . .x, W,,,, then 
is a path in P+(r) from W = Woxl W’ to x1( W,Qx, )W’. Continuing in this way, we can 
get a path pw EP+(F) from W to f(W)V for some V E Y*. If p EP+(F) is a path 
from W to f(W)V’ for some V’ E Y*, then p-‘pw EP(~) is a path from f(W)V’ 
to f(W>V. By Lemma 2, p-‘pw N 1, so pw ?p (by (c), (d) of Definition 1) and 
V=V’. 0 
By Lemma 3, we can define a map 
h:(XUY)*--tY*, WH V (W, V are as in Lemma 3). 
4. The Principal Lemma 
For each S ES, where S: S+l =X--l, and each x EX, by Lemma 3, there is a path 
p+ EP+(r) from S+lx to x(S+lQX), and a path p- EP_(F) from x(S_,QX) to S-lx. 
Since [S+I]B =[S-l]e, we have [S+lQ& = [S_ Q ] 1 x B, so there is a path ps,+ EP(G) 
from S+lQX to S_lQX. Hence, we have a path qs,x = p+(x. p+)p- UP from S+lx 
to S-lx. Let 
Cl ={((l,s,+l,x),q$,): SES, x&f} 0(2)(r). 
For each R E r, where R: R,1 = R-1, and each y E Y, by Lemma 3, there is a path 
pi EP+(~) from yR+l to R+l(ye~,,), and a path p!_ EP_(T) from R__I(~QA_~) to 
YR- 1. For any W E Y*, x E X, we have [ WQh = [WIBQ[~I~. So [YQR,, IB = [YIBQ[R+,L. 
Since [R+ll~ =[R--11~, we have Q[R,,I~ = Q[R_,I~, and hence, [YQR+,IB = [YQR_,IB. So 
there is a path pk, Ef’(h) from YQR,, to YQR-, . Thw 
q~,y=:~~(R+l~~~,r)((~,R,+~,l)~~Q~_,)~~~~(~) 
is a path from yR+l to yR_ 1. Note for further use that 
qjp,y~p:((l,R,+l,l).yQR+r)(R--I.~k,y)P~. 
Let 
C2 = {((y, R, +l, l),&,): R E r, y E Y} c PC2)(r). 
Principal Lemma. Let p EP(T). Then there exist paths p+ EP+(T), p_ EP_(T), 
q= f(l(p)) .q’ with q’ E P(r,), r = Y’ . h(z(p)) with r’ EP(G), such that 
p =c,~c~pfqrp-~ 
where T(P+) = f(l(p))h(l(p)), l(p-) = f($p))h($p)). 
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A proof of this will be given in the next section. 
Let C3 C f’@)(r.) and CJ C Pc2)(r,) be such that ~c~=P(~)(r~), ~~-=P(~)(rs). And 
let C=Ci UC2UC3UC4. 
Corollary. NC = Pc2)(r). 
Proof. Let (pi,p2) EP(~)(~). By the Principal Lemma, p1 NC p+qlrlp-, p2 YC 
piq2rzp!_, where P+, P: EP+(T), P-, P!- EP-(T), qi =f(l(pi)).ql with qf Q(G), 
rt=r;.h(z(pi)) with ri’~P(r~) (i=1,2). Since z(pl)=l(pz) and z(pl)=z(p2), we 
have 
Hence, p+ 21~ p>, p- YC p’ (by Lemma 3). It is easy to see that t(q:) =h(Z(pi)), 
z(qJ)=h(z(pi)) (i= 1,2). SO l(q:)=l(qi), $q’,)=z(q:). Thus, (9{94~)Ep(2)(b)- 
Since pllc4 = Pc2)(r,), and Ca c C, we have q: NC qi and hence, q1 NC q2. Similarly, 
Gi)=f(~(pl))=f(~(p~))=+-i) and +i)=f(~(~l))=f(~(~2))=+i), so (ri,Q 
E Pc2)(I’,‘,). Since zc, =Pc2)(r,), and Cs c C, we have ri NC& and hence, ri ~cr2. 
Thus, p1 =C p+qlrl p- NC piq2r2pI YC ~2. Therefore, EC = Pc2)(r). 0 
Proof of the theorem. If A and B are FDT, then we can assume 9~ and 9% are finite 
presentations, and C3, Cd are finite set. So 9’ is a finite presentation and C is a finite 
set. By the Corollary, NC = Pc2)(r). Hence, A r%Q B is FDT. 0 
5. Proof of Principal Lemma 
Let p, q E P(r) and let N be a homotopy relation on P(r). If p N p+ qp_ for some 
p+ E P+(r) and p- E P_(r), then we write p-+q. (If N = 21~’ for some C’ c Pc2)(r) 
then we will write p--+cj q.) Note that -+ is transitive and that this relation is com- 
patible with the two-sided action of (X U Y)*. 
Lemma 4. Let PEP+(T), qEP(T). Then 
4P).q-+r(P)*q, 
4.4P)-+44P). 
Proof. By repeated use of part (a) of Definition 1 we have 
(P-l. ~(4))(4P)*q)“(~(P).q)(P-’ .7(q)). 
Thus using parts (c) and (d) of Definition 1 we have 
~(P)?F(P4d)(~(P)‘q)(P-1*w)> 
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and so (since p e z(q) E P+(r), p-’ . z(q) E P_(r)) 
z(p).q”“‘z(p).q* 
The other relation is similar. 0 
Lemma 5. Let p, q be paths in r with z(p)= z(q). If p* p’, q -yv, q’ and z( p’), z(q’) 
EX* Y*, then z(p’) = z(q’) and pqe p’q’. 
Proof. We have p=p+p’p_, q=q+q’q_, where p+,q+ EP+(T), p-,q- EP_(T). 
Then pq= p+p’p_q+q’q_. By Lemma 2, p-q+ N 1. Thus, z(p’)= z(q’) and pq- 
p’q’. El 
Lemma 6. Let e be an edge of I& Then for any x EX there is a path q in fi such 
that e.x+c, x-q. 
Proof. Let e=(U,S,s,V), where U,VEY*, SES, s=fl. By Lemma 3, there is a 
path in P+(r) from VX to xh( Vx). So by Lemma 4 we have 
e.X-+c, (U,S,E,nh(Vx)). 
By the definition of Cr, we have 
(~,~,s,~~(~x))-+c, ux.q1, 
where q1 = pi,1 . h( Vx) E P(I”). Now there is a path in P+(F) from Ux to xh(Ux). 
By Lemma 4 we have 
Ux.ql~c,x.(h(Ux).ql). 
The result follows. 0 
Lemma 7. Let p be any non-empty path in fi. Then for any W EX* there exists a 
path q in r, such that p. W-v, We q. 
Proof. We will prove the result for W consisting of a single letter x E X. The general 
result will follow from this by induction on the length of W. Let p = elez . . . e,. Then 
by Lemma 6, there exist qz E P(r,), such that ei *x -+c, x. qi, i = 1,2,. . . , m. Thus, by 
Lemma 5 we have p.x-3C,x.(qzq2...qm). 0 
Lemma 8. Let (U,S,e, V) be an edge in r, where U, VE (XU Y)*, SES, s=fl. 
Then there is a path q in fi such that 
(U,S,e, V)-v, f(UV).q. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4 we have 
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By Lemma 7 we can get that 
u4~~~~fVP(~))-v, Uf(V*q1 
for some ql EP(&). Now by Lemmas 3 and 4 
Uf(U.q1 -+c, f(w~(~f(v)~ql. 
Hence, (U, S, E, V) -+c, f( UV) . q, where q = h( Uf( V)) . q1 E P(I’,‘,). 0 
Lemma 9. Let R E Y, WE Y*. Then there is a path q in fi such that 
W.&R,&, 1)--v, (R’.q)((l,R,E, 1). W') 
for some W’ E Y*. 
Proof. For any U E (X U Y)*, p E P(~B) we have (by Lemmas 3 and 4) 
u. P-+fuJl. P’, (1) 
where p’ E P(I”). Also, for each y E Y, by the definition of C2, we have 
y.(l,RE, l)-+c#-q’)((l,&, 1). WI), (2) 
where q’ E P(I”), WI E Y*. By repeated use of (l), (2) and Lemma 5, we have 
W.(l,R,E, 1)-c, (R&eq)((l,R,E, 1). W’), 
where q E P(I”), W’ E Y*. 0 
Lemma 10. Let (U,R,.z,V) be an edge in r, where U,Ve(XUY)*, REP, s=fl. 
Then there is a path q E P(TB), such that 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 4, we have 
(U,R,&,V)~(f(U)h(U),R,&,f(V)h(V)). 
By Lemma 9, we have 
(f(U)h(U),R,&,f(V)h(V))-*c, (f(WE.ql .f(V)h(Y))((f(U),R,&,l) 
. Rf uwv) 
for some ql E P(~B) and R E Y*. By Lemma 7, we have 
f(U)R’.ql.f(Y)h(V)~c~ f(UR’V1.q 
for some q E P(r,). By Lemmas 3 and 4 
(f(U),R,&,l).~f(V)h(V)--,(f(U),R,&,f(V)).W 
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for some W E Y*. Using Lemma 5 and the above results we can get that 
(W,s, V -+c,uc2 (f(UR&y).q)((f(U),R,&,f(V)). IV. 
Thus there is a path p- E P_(r) from f (UR-’ V) W to UR-” V. By Lemma 3 and the 
definition of h, we have W = h( UR+V). 0 
Proof of Principal Lemma. If p consists of a single edge (U, R, E, V), then the result is 
an immediate consequence of Lemma 10 (if R E r), Lemma 8 (if R E s), or Lemma 3 
(if R E t). Now, let p = pie, where e is an edge and p1 is a path. Inductively, we 
have 
PI -+c,ucz (f(z(~)) .q: >G-; . h(z(pl I>>, 
e YV~C,UG (.f(t(e)). d)(ri . MT(p))), 
where q{,q& E P(r’), rl,li EP(~A), and 44:) = h(l(p)), z(Y{) =f(z(pl)), t(& = 
Ml(e)), +-~)=f(4p)). BY Lemma 5, 
P -+C,UG (f(z(p)) . q/1 >b-i .h(Ol )))(f(l(e)>. q&i . h(O))). 
Since the relations used in the path 7; . h(z( pz )) and the relations used in the path 
f( z(e)). qi are disjoint, part (a) of Definition 1 can be applied repeatedly, and we can 
get 
(6 . h(Gl ))>(f(~(e>)~ 4;) 2 (f(z(~)) . d)(ri .h(O))). 
Let q’ = qi qi, r’ = r{ri, Then 
P -+c,ucz Ml(p). d)(r’ . h(Q))), 
where z(q’)=h(z(p)),z(r’)=f(z(p)). 0 
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